WHAT IS DDA?
DDA is the abbreviation for the Disability Discrimination
Act, legislation which makes it illegal for public places to be
inaccessible to people with a disability.
Public sites and buildings are required to follow the DDA and
Building Code of Australia (BCA) which sets out accessibility
requirements through the Australian Standards (AS).

ACCESSIBILITY
Botton + Gardiner believes public spaces are living spaces
linked to the wellbeing and vitality of the local communities

DDA compliance of a site or building is certiﬁed by specialist
third party accessibility consultants. Adherence is not limited
to a single piece of furniture but rather the site’s accessibility
as a whole.

we live in. People with a disability have the right to access

Furniture which follows the technical and dimensional
requirements laid out in AS1428.2 will aid in the overall site
achieving DDA compliance.

universal design, not just for wheelchair access but also

places and amenities used by the public. Botton + Gardiner
strives to encourage demographic diversity through good
considering the physical limitations or special needs of our
elderly, expecting parents with strollers, vision impaired
members of the community and more.
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ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN
STAND-ALONE SEATS
URBAN CLASSIC AS1428.2 SEAT
HARDWOOD
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Overall height with backrest
Prevents a ‘slouch’ to improve exit for users
Angle of backrest
Comfort and improved sight lines
Seat depth
Assists ease to entry/exit for users
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Armrest provision + height above seat
Assists entry/exit for users
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Radius to the front edge of the seat
Soft contact for Popliteal (back of the knee) during entry
Seat height
Assists entry/exit for users
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WHAT IS AS1428.2?
Australian Standard 1428.2: Design for access and mobility
Enhanced and additional requirements – buildings and facilities 1992 (R2015)
Adherence to this code is not compulsory for public space furniture, but furniture which follows the
requirements laid out in AS1428.2 will improve accessibility and aid the overall site in achieving DDA
compliance by a third party.
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Classic Urban Seat +
Accessible Armrests

750 - 790mm

770mm

Maximum 1050

1000

400 - 450mm

425mm

260mm
(+ or - 40mm)

230mm

R30mm

R30mm

400 - 450mm

425mm
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ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN

AS1428.2
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Key accessibility dimensions + features
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Though all other key AS1428.2 dimensional guidelines are still met, hardwood is the only ﬁnish we can achieve the
30mm radius to a 30mm thick front edge batten. This may not rule out DDA compliance for your site of other
ﬁnishes, chat to your accessibility consultant for project speciﬁc advice.
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ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN
STAND-ALONE SEATS
PLINTH | POST | CANTILEVERED SEATS
DO THESE MEET AS1428.2?

All the Urban Seats in hardwood, with Urban Accessible Armrests, meet the dimensional guidelines set out in
AS1428.2 on page 87, however, these items require additional attention during installation to ensure a ﬁxed seat
height of 400 - 450mm from ground level is achieved.

ADDITIONAL TIPS
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS TO MAXIMISE ACCESSIBIILITY

2
3
1
1. Using constrasting colours against ground material and backdrop will aid in sighting the seat.
2. Install items a minimum of 500mm out of the path of travel to avoid obstruction.
3. Vertical frames (legs) at the seat ends aid early contact for those using a cane.

URBAN BENCHES
DO THESE MEET AS1428.2?
As the backrest is an important feature of AS1428.2 guidelines, stand-alone benches do not comply.
However, diversity of seating types to suit a wide range of demographics and abilities is an important aspect of
of universal design and overall project accessiblity. Chat to your accessiblity consultant about having a variety
of benches alongside accessible seats to introduce diversity into your project.

The Broad | Post | Plinth Urban Benches, with Urban Accessible Armrests, co-ordinate with Urban Seat designs
whilst still providing good universal design principles for increased ease of entry and exit.
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ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN

ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN

AS1428.2 URBAN POST + TRI TABLES

AS1428.2 URBAN POST TABLE
HARDWOOD

It is important to note there is no single table height that will suit every user with a disability and where
possible providing a variety of table heights is ideal. We have worked with the dimensions outlined
in AS1428.2 single height situation which outlines features targeted at wheelchair accessiblity. While
our tables meet the key AS1428.2 dimensions inside of our control, correct installation, slab sizing and
suitable access to the settings is crucial to meeting the full AS1428.2 requirements outlined below. Please
consult your accessibility expert for project speciﬁc advice.
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AS1428.2 URBAN TRI TABLE
HARDWOOD
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Key accessibility dimensions

AS1428.2

Urban Post Table

Urban Tri Table

1

Overall table height
Floor to table top

850mm
(+ or - 20mm)

868mm
With correct
installation

868mm
With correct installation

2

Clearance to table underside - height
Floor to underside of table

820mm
(+ or - 20mm)

805mm

805mm

3

Wheelchair zone - overall width
Space which is unobstructed for
wheelchair access

Min. 800mm

Min. 834mm with
seating correctly
installed a min. 50mm
from table edge

Min. 800mm with
seating correctly
installed a min. 100mm
from table edge

Min. 1300mm

Dependant on slab
sizing and installer

Dependant on slab
sizing and installer

Min. 620mm

630mm

620mm
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Wheelchair zone - overall depth
Space which is unobstructed for
wheelchair access
Wheelchair knee and foot clearance
Clearance below the table which is
unobstructed

INSTALLED SEAT HEIGHT

min. 800mm
WHEELCHAIR ZONE
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With the increased table height, in order to
maintain a comfortable distance between
the table and seat top, Botton + Gardiner
recommends installing seating with 50mm
shims + threaded rod to increase seat height.
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PICNIC SETTINGS
Botton + Gardiner has put together some accessible settings using our AS1428.2 Urban Table designs.
While the table meets the key AS1428.2 dimensional guidelines targeted at wheelchair users, there are no
guidelines for picnic settings in the Australian Standards. We have had the above settings reviewed and
approved by a third party accessibility consultant, looking at both the provision of a functional wheelchair
zone, and the setting holistically as having good universal design principles for the diverse users of
public space settings. Settings can be paired with benches, seats or a mix of both as long as seating is
installed with the correct distances from the table. See page 90 for additional information and consult
your accessibility expert for project speciﬁc advice. Contact us for sizing and other ﬁnishes.
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URBAN POST TABLE
AS1428.2 TYPE B: SIDE ACCESS

Standard sizes in each ﬁnish

Standard sizes in each ﬁnish
1600mm

2000mm

1800mm

1600mm

2000mm
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630
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SEATING OPTIONS

SEATING OPTIONS

The AS1428.2 Urban post Table can be
paired with benches, seats or a mix
of both. The style of seating does not
impact on the wheelchair accessibility
(and therefore compliance) of the
table as long as ﬁxed seating does not
impede the wheelchair zone.

The AS1428.2 Urban post Table can be
paired with benches, seats or a mix
of both. The style of seating does not
impact on the wheelchair accessibility
(and therefore compliance) of the
table as long as ﬁxed seating does not
impede the wheelchair zone.

For this table specify the seating to be
the same length as the table. Try the
Urban Classic designs for a timeless feel
or pair with the Urban Post style for
a contemporary and robust matching
option.

For this table specify one seating module
to be the same length as the table and
the second one to be a single seater at
600mm width.
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URBAN POST TABLE
AS1428.2 TYPE A: END ACCESS

740

ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN

868

ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN
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Urban Post Table AS1428.2 TYPE A: End Access

ACCESSIBILITY DESIGN
ADDITIONAL TIPS
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS WHEN
INSTALLING WHEELCHAIR ACCESSIBLE
TABLES

2120mm

2130mm

620

Standard sizes in each ﬁnish
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1) If you are installing settings in a lawn
or grass area, ensure the slab extends
past the furniture footprint, and is large
enough to accomodate a wheelchair
turning circle for users to enter and exit
the table well. Refer to 4 5 on pg 7

1830

URBAN TRI TABLE
AS1428.2
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2) Always check there is a suitable
accessible pathway to the setting which
connects back to the arrival point.

1
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3) Similar to stand alone seats, using
ﬁnish colours which contrast to the
ground and backdrop will aid in sighting
settings.

SEATING OPTIONS
The AS1428.2 Urban Tri Table can be
paired with benches, seats or a mix
of both. The style of seating does not
impact on the wheelchair accessibility
(and therefore compliance) of the
table as long as ﬁxed seating does not
impede the wheelchair zone.
For this table specify the seating to be
1500mm long. Try the Urban Classic
designs for a timeless feel or pair with
the Urban Post style for a contemporary
and robust matching option.
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Ph: 1300 762 701
bottongardiner.com.au

A division of Baresque Australia Pty Ltd
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Shown with 100mm high shim ﬁxings to benches
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